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Patented “Pro-Flow” Technology
Schooling species of bait fish breathe from swimming while
allowing water to pass over their gills. When held in the relatively
small confines of a bait tank the fish suffer from a lack of oxygen
as they can not swim fast enough to provide enough water to pass
over their gills. A Pro Flow tank, with its patented directional flow
water inlet baffle, allows water to enter evenly throughout the
entire water column.

Main
Drain

The slots in the baffle plate are cut at an angle, directing water
against the side wall and creating a circular directional flow. This
flow actually pushes fresh, oxygen-rich water over their gills which keeps the fish swimming in the same direction and reduces
collision, a major cause of scale loss in bait tanks. A no-clog
drain baffle provides drainage over the entire water column.

End of Day
Drain

The molded-in slosh guard keeps slosh and wet decks to a minimum. The light dome in the
bottom of the tank eases nighttime access and prevents fish from hitting the walls in the dark.
All tanks come with “L” mounting brackets, a durable molded cover (ModelPF-42 has a solid
poly cover) and are covered by a no-nonsense 1 year warranty.

Water
Inlet

Oblong Pro Flow Bait Tanks
Space-saving oblong tanks available in 4 sizes come ready to fish.
Connect to your bait pump and you’re off for the fishing grounds.
Models PF-22 and PF-32 are tall enough to drain over most outboard
wells or mount on your swim step.
Model#:

Capacity

Dia. X Ht.

WT Full/lbs.

UT-13

13 gal.

22.25 ” x 13.75 ” x 17”

120

WT Empty/lbs.
15

PF-22

22 gal.

17” x 22” x 24.25 ”

201

18

PF-32

32 gal.

17.75” x 26 ” x 26.25”

293

26

PF-42-3 SP

42 gal.

21.75 ” x 29.25 ” x 32 ”

453

38

Round Pro Flow Bait Tanks
Like all Pro Flow tanks the walls are smooth with baffles flush to the
tank walls and nothing for the fish to collide with.
Model#:

Capacity

Dia. X Ht.

WT Full/lbs.

WT Empty/lbs.

PF-14

14 gal.

16.25 ” x 23.25”

131

14

Thru-Hull Bait & Washdown Pumps
You won’t have to worry about salt rusting out this pump!
Its non-corrosive design will stand up to even the harshest environment. Low
amperage per gallon of water output ratio is another real plus for boats with
limited charging systems. All Kodiak pumps are whisper quiet, so you won’t
scare the fish away. Thru-Hull models feature full port 3/4" female pipe thread
for direct thru-hull mounting. Models K-360 thru K1100 feature an additional
threaded port for the hose attachment to a diaphragm type washdown pump.
Model#:

Flow per min.

Average Draw

K360
K500
K700
K1100

3.4
5.0
8.8
10.5

1.8
2.3
3.5
3.9

Suggested Bait
Tank Size
7-16
17-30
30-40
37-45

Kodiak’s new cartridge-style pump shown to the right is available in 2 sizes, K500C and K700C Thru-Hull Mount and KB500C and
KB700C Transom Mount. The motor snaps out of the water jacket, allowing fast cleanout of weeds and easy “on the water”
replacement.
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Angler Series Bait Tanks
Kodiak offers 4 standard bait tanks--a favorite among
many anglers for many years. From our "easy to fit in tight
places" KA-24 to our large-capacity KA-50, all the walls
are smooth with nothing for the fish to collide with.
Molded-in hand grips for easy handling and stainless steel
mounting brackets. Tanks are easily accessorized with all
our pumps and bait tank accessories.
Model#: Capacity Dia. X Ht. WT Full/lbs. WT Empty/lbs.
KA-24
24 gal.
20” x 18”
211
11
KA-26
26 gal. 30” x 161/4 x 15”
235
18
KA-30
30 gal.
23” x 17”
264
14
KA-50
50 gal.
29” x 18”
443
26

Pro Flow Transom Mount
Tuna Tubes
Tuna Tubes are white on the outside, black on the inside. Bonito Tubes are
solid black. The black interiors keep bait calm and alive longer. Tuna Tube
has an 8" ID, is 24" long and will hold a tuna up to 20 pounds. Bonito Tube
has a 5" ID and is 22" long. Quick disconnect transom mounting brackets are
anodized and white powder-coated for long life. Small transom mount nuts
mount to transom and brackets clip to nuts. Tubes are easily removed by
removing one 3/16" detent pin. Tuna Tube sets come with a 6" insert for
smaller bait. Plumbed for 1" hose. Double's are 2 sets of brackets mounted
together and only require 4 mounting nuts on transom.
Description
Model#:

Double Tuna Tube
PFTT-80-2

Single Tuna Tube
PFTT-80

(Pump recommendation 700GPH or more)

Accessories
A. New LED Bait Tank Light
12-Volt light fits under tank and shines through bottom to illuminate tank. For night
use. Model#: PF-001 (One size fits all Pro Flow tanks.)

B. Solid Cutting Board Lid
1/2" thick pebble finish cutting board lid
Model#: PF-14C fits PF-14, PF-26, KA-24 and KA-30
Model#: PF-22C fits PF-22
Model#: PF-32C fits PF-17, PF-27, PF-32 and KA-26
Model#: PF-52C fits PF-37, PF-42 and PF-52

B

C. Quick Disconnect Mounting Pad
4 Low Profile pads mount permanently to deck or swim platform, tank (L) brackets
mount to pads. Tank and mounting (L) brackets can be quickly removed, black anodized
aluminum with hardware. Model#: PF-003, PF-004 (Fits PF-52 tank, 6 pads)

E. Bait Tank Plumbing Kit Model#: KW1
For the do-it-yourselfer. All the fittings and instructions needed to build a standard live
well.
(A perfect match for all Kodiak Angler Series tanks.)
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